Bad run ?
We all find ourselves from time to time having a bad run, whether that’s a training run or a
race. So here’s some of our top reasons (with one topical one!) and a few things to help you
out J
“Yesterday I was Mo Farah” Expectation vs reality
Sometimes the cause of a bad run is
as simple as the expectation you
have of yourself, if you’ve had time
out, a tough training week, “its hot”
then you need to adjust that
expectation. Trying to PB every run is
not the way to go, elite athletes
don’t “smash” every session … there
is a reason we build in things like
tapers / recovery / recovery runs /
speed work etc etc. It’s variable pace
training that will develop you faster.
“It’s damn hot” - Yes it’s summer, we’ve just not seen it since 1976 ;)
Your body will take at least 7 days to adapt to the heat, that doesn’t mean you shouldn’t
run. We are designed to be naked and functioning at 26 degrees Celsius, it just takes
conditioning. Adjust your pace, pick the time of day you run, shorten the duration but
please keep the frequency the same (the number of times you run a week) … or you’ll have
a long return to make!
Hydrate, grab those extra afternoon / tea time snoozes if you aren’t sleeping at night, keep
away from booze! And take electrolyte tabs in your water to help keep your minerals up!
“legs of concrete”- I just couldn’t go any faster
Ok a pretty common one especially post race or when training back to back. This is a good
sign that your muscles are tired and need a rest or you need to clear the system! Taking
time out is one way but it’s not the best (it is when fatigue is setting in but we will come to
that). Plan in for active recovery, this can be a walk, a super easy jog, bike ride or swim.
This allows the lymph system to move waste products from the muscles to the lymph
nodes.
Lymphatic fluid doesn't have a pump like the heart to circulate it; rather it depends on
the action of the muscles to move the fluid from the muscles to the lymph nodes. This
will leave you fresh and ready for the next day.
If you run a hard run then recover walk / run straight after… this will feel awful at the
time but give it a 10 min cool down jog will leave you feeling ready for the next day
“nap time” - Fatigue and training / life stress
Often we forget that life, work, family (sorry kids J ) lack of sleep, bad diet choices (or
good… depending on the point of view!) all can accumulate. Stress is stress and whether
that’s from lot’s of training or just lot’s going on then it all has an impact. Sometimes it’s
about having proper “down days” not just a day not running but a day of nothing to allow

the body to recover a little more. Concentrate on getting that extra nap, eating clean and
remaining active but not training.
“you’re not warm enough!” - as in you haven’t warmed up
This also applies to “going out too quick at the start of your run” the body takes time to get
it’self warmed up and ready so make sure you dedicate the first 10 mins of your run to
either running easy or doing an active warm up session to get the body working, this can
include a brisk walk with a few jogs thrown. 9/10 times you’ll have a better run and finish on
a high1
And for thought….
Now what we aren’t saying is if for example you’ve had a really tough day at work
that that should be the reason not to run… quite the opposite, running releases lots
of feel good chemicals and if you’re used to getting them then you’ll replace the
“feel good” factor with fast food/booze etc. Just swap that expectation and go out
for a 30 min feel good run, no pace expectations just a gentle jog.

